IEEE—Serving the Needs of Industry

Global Outreach through IEEE
Organizations that help make a difference in their communities contribute to the greater good of
our world. Volunteering and sponsorship are both rewarding ways to promote public goodwill.
IEEE, true to its vision of advancing technology for the benefit of humanity, has historically reached
out with humanitarian activities that address problems seen in the more vulnerable areas around
the world.

IEEE Humanitarian
Technology Network (HTN)

How Can Your Organization Contribute?

1.

Get your organization recognized as a contributor to industry
by asking your top technical professionals to present at IEEE
conferences and events.

HTN is a multimedia, interactive

2.

Sponsor IEEE events and competitions that take place around the

3.

Encourage your employees to act as mentors and share their

world and be an important part of the growth and development of
IEEE programs.

expertise as a guide to young professionals, helping them with
developmental challenges and career goals.

repository of IEEE member
humanitarian efforts around
the world.
HTN facilitates communication
between IEEE members who
are involved in these remarkable
humanitarian accomplishments

IEEE Foundation
The IEEE Foundation administers more than 130 donor designated funds
that support a variety of educational, humanitarian, historical preservation and
peer-recognition programs of IEEE.

and interested organizations,
foundations and the public.
Visit: www.ieeehtn.org

IEEE Membership: Engineering a Brighter Future

n

www.ieee.org

Community Outreach through IEEE Sections
IEEE sections offer a community of members who are connected by similar interests. One interest
they all have in common is advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. No matter what
your corporate goals and vision might be, know that there is great value and reward in giving back
to your community.

Expanding Your Local Outreach
“It’s the interaction among people,
the side conversations, and the
chatting in front of a whiteboard
that makes IEEE so valuable.”
D
 r. Vint Cerf, IEEE Fellow, Vice
President & Chief Evangelist, Google

Get your organization recognized as a contributor to your community by
providing an available space in order to conduct meetings.
Offer to hold a technical tour of your facility to
local IEEE student members and be an important
part of their learning, growth and development.
Work with your local sections to organize career
development activities and competitions in your
area. Encourage young engineers to develop their
skills and network with other industry members.

In-Kind and Individual Sponsorship
Equipment and Services Donation
Companies can donate their unused equipment
and provide various services, such as volunteering
to judge, to support local competitions. Companies
can also provide an item to be included in gift bags
given to local competition participants.

Please feel free to contact us if you have any ideas
so we can explore ways to partner with you.

Ask your local IEEE section leader about any local events,
sponsorship or marketing opportunities your organization
could get involved in.

